Merlin member survey 2016
In May 2016, Merlin repeated an annual survey of our 700+ global membership, asking them in detail about:
(a) changes to their digital business from year-end 2014 to year-end 2015
and
(b) their current digital business and developments in 2016’s digital music market
This is the fourth time Merlin has surveyed its membership in this way. Responses were received on an anonymised basis
from businesses across 35 countries.
The results offer a unique snapshot of how our independent label and distributor members are faring in a fast-changing
digital music market, and how they are managing the transition towards new forms of music consumption and multiterritorial licensing.
Collectively, Merlin’s members represent the most commercially significant basket of rights outside of those held by the
major labels, commanding in excess of 12% of the global digital recorded music market.

2016 SURVEY: KEY FINDINGS

2016: Merlin members’ businesses are now predominantly digital
Last year we highlighted a tipping point for Merlin members, with just over half of respondents reporting that digital income
accounted for a majority of their current overall business revenues. In 2016, almost two thirds of respondents (62%) said this
was the case. For 1 in 3 Merlin members, digital income currently accounts for over 75% of their overall business revenues.
Audio streaming & subscription revenue continues to drive digital growth.
In 2016, these are now the dominant source of digital revenue for almost half (46%) of Merlin members - up from 1 in 3 in 2015.
Digital consumption unlocks global revenues
As a globally-facing organisation, we asked our members about the source of their digital and physical business. 39% of
respondents reported that over half of their digital revenues came from outside their home territory - compared with only 16%
reporting the same for physical. The global scale of digital music consumption is clearly benefitting independent record labels
and distributors.

KEY FINDINGS
Download revenue falls. Video streaming revenues remain stuck in first gear.
Downloads remain a significant part of Merlin members’ businesses, although they are currently the dominant digital
revenue stream for only 28% of respondents - down from 41% in 2015. By comparison, video streaming services still fall far
short of their potential. 64% of respondents report that popular platforms like YouTube currently account for less than 10% of overall
digital revenues.
The majority of Merlin members continue to report overall business growth.
Despite significant transition in the digital music market, the majority (65%) of Merlin members continue to report overall business
growth year-on-year. These levels have proven remarkably consistent, with almost 80% of respondents stating they were
“optimistic” about the future of their business.
Significantly, Independents are optimistic about the future.
79.4% of members said they were optimistic about the future of their business

The digital picture now
MERLIN MEMBERS BUSINESSES ARE PREDOMINANTLY DIGITAL

FIRST’

2015 marked a ‘tipping point’ for Merlin
member businesses when, for the first
time, more than half (55%) reported
that digital income currently accounted
for more than 50% of their overall
business revenues.

55%
54.67%

62%
62.18%

In 2016, this pattern accelerated further
- with 62% reporting that ‘digital
income’ is currently their primary
source of business revenue.
For 1 in 3, digital represents over 75%
of overall business revenue.
(See slide 16 for full detail)

The digital picture now
DIGITAL UNLOCKS GLOBAL REVENUES
Befitting such a globally-focussed
organisation, a significant
proportion of Merlin members’
digital revenues originate from
outside their home territory.
In fact, 39% of respondents
reported that more than half of
their digital revenue came from
overseas.

39%
16%

By comparison, only 16% report
this was the case with the
equivalent of physical sales.
(See slides 20 & 21 for full detail)

The digital picture now
AUDIO STREAMING & SUBSCRIPTION FAST BECOMING
DOMINANT DIGITAL REVENUE STREAM

46%
34%
20%

Audio streaming/subscription is
now the dominant digital income
stream for approaching half
(46%) of Merlin members - up
from 1 in 3 members in 2015,
and 1 in 5 in 2014.
(See slide 17 for full detail)

Merlin members reporting streaming/subscription now accounts for over 50% of their digital revenues

The digital picture year-on-year
OVERALL BUSINESS GROWTH REMAINS CONSTANT (AND HIGH)

Despite a marked decline in
download revenues from yearend 2014 to year-end 2015, the
percentage of Merlin members
reporting an increase in overall
business revenues remains
remarkably consistent.

65%

65%

Almost two thirds of respondents
stated that their overall business
grew in the last calendar year.
(See slide 15 for full detail)

Merlin members reporting overall business growth

Other significant survey findings:

•74% reported an increase in total digital revenue from year-end 2014 to year-end 2015
•39% reported a 50%+ increase in audio streaming & subscription revenues from year-end 2014 to year-end 2015
•15% reported a 100% increase in audio streaming & subscription revenues from year-end 2014 to year-end 2015
•41% of members, reported video-based streaming services currently account for less than 5% of digital revenues
•86% stated Merlin was “important” to their business. 58% stated Merlin was “very important”

Data analysis: a year on, 1.5 billion more monthly streams
In addition to the membership survey, Merlin also repeated analysis of our own internal data - highlighting year-on-year
changes in usage and revenues.
•Comparing usage in the month of March 2016 with March 2015, the volume of audio streams reported to Merlin by
leading music services increased by 80%.
•In March 2016 alone, audio tracks by Merlin’s members were streamed more than 4bn times, up from 2.5bn in March
2015.
•Year-on-year (from April-March 2014/15 to April-March 2015/16) revenues paid out to Merlin’s independent label
members increased by 73% to $232m
•Drawing on an analysis of over 11.5bn audio streams (Jan-March 2016) usage of Merlin members’ repertoire on audio
streaming & subscription services was 27% higher on paid streaming tiers compared to free ad-funded tiers.

Full Merlin member survey findings 2016
• Slides 12-15: relate to changes to members’ digital businesses year-end 2014-15
• Slides 16-23: relate to current digital business and developments in 2016

2014-2015
How did your total digital revenue - including ALL types of service - change between yearend 2014 and year-end 2015?

• 73.66% reported an increase in
digital revenue
• 20.17% reported an increase of
more than 50%
• 9.88% reported an increase of
more than 100%
• 13.17% reported a decrease in
total digital revenues
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2014-2015
How did your total streaming and subscription revenue change between year-end 2014 and
year-end 2015?

• 15.35% reported an increase in
streaming/subscription revenue of
more than 100%
• 39.00% reported an increase of
more than 50%
• 2.49% reported a decrease
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2014-2015
How did your a-la-carte download revenue change between year-end 2014 and year-end 2015?

• 37.08% reported an
increase in a-la-carte
download revenue
• 9.58% reported an
increase of more than
50%
• 23.75% reported
revenues stayed the same
• 39.17% reported a
decrease
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2014-2015
How did your total business revenue (including digital and non-digital income) change between
year-end 2014 and year-end 2015?

• 64.73% reported an increase
in total business revenues
• 17.84% reported total
revenues remained unchanged
• 17.43% reported a decrease in
total revenues
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Current digital business
As of now, and including all service types, what percentage of your overall business
revenues does digital represent?

• 32.35% reported digital represents
more than 75% of their overall
revenue
• 62.18% reported digital represents
over 50% of revenue
• 11.76% reported digital represents
less than 25% of revenue
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Current digital business
As of now, what % of your digital revenue does audio streaming/subscription represent?

• 46.42% reported audio
streaming/subscription currently
accounts for over 50% of digital
revenue
• 38.82% reported it is between 2550%
• 14.77% reported it is less than
25%
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Current digital business
As of now, what % of your digital revenue do a la carte downloads (tracks and albums)
represent?

• 28.20% report downloads account
for over 50% of their digital
revenue
• 6.41% report downloads still
account for over 75% of digital
revenue
• 23.93% report downloads account
for less than 25% of digital
revenue
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Current digital business
As of now, what % of your digital revenue do video-based services (e.g. YouTube, Vevo)
represent?

• 81.43% report that video-based
services account for less than
25% of digital revenues
• 63.71% report they account for
less than 10% of digital revenues
• 41.35% report they account for
more less than 5% of digital
revenues
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In terms of streaming/subscription services, what do you perceive as the most
significant new opportunity for your business? Some examples...

“The overall increase in streaming worldwide”
“Playlisting is obviously a huge area where, if you get thing right, you can drive a huge amount of streams without
necessarily relying on huge swathes of traditional promo”
“Traditionally, an audiovisual use of a master or composition earned significantly more than an audio only use. The most
significant new opportunity is migrating the usage to a visual platform and putting the payments received for views on the
same scale as they were in the pre-digital era. Based on current figures, a video play earns us less than 1% more than an
audio play. That inequity has to evolve”
“The engagement from the consumer really adopting the streaming services”
“Playlists. Creating playlists and that achieve the most possible followers”
“Creating revenues across markets that were previously difficult to monetise”
“Global distribution being available at effective cost”
“The access to Merlin's YouTube CMS is what we perceive as our biggest opportunity, as we weren't very active in that field
before”
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And what do you perceive as the most significant threat to your business? Some
examples...
“Market concentration”

“Low ARPU platforms (i.e. YouTube) acting as a replacement for other digital platforms or products that monetise more fairly for artists”

“YouTube. As using YouTube for audio becomes more common revenue per stream will decrease”

“The predominance and the leverage of global players (i.e., Apple, Google/YouTube) especially when it comes to negotiating contracts. The noneffectiveness of current copyright legislation (like the DCMA). The so-called "value-gap" issue (as a consequence of the above). The penalisation of non
Anglo-American repertoire in the playlists of the streaming services”
“Major labels dominating playlists. Subscriptions services lack of education to the market”
“If we fail to reform section 512 of the DMCA”
“Free services and ad-based services including services such as YouTube and Soundcloud. Focus on exclusives which seems disrupting to the market.
Major label owned and venture capital owned distribution companies devaluating the market for own marketshare growth”
“YouTube payouts at around 55% compared to industry standard of 70%. YouTube's 900m users generating insignificant income compared to Apple
Music and Spotify. The ‘Value Gap’”
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Current digital business
As of now, what % of your total digital revenue comes from outside your home territory?

• 17.17% report that over 75%
of digital revenues come from
outside their home territory
• 38.63% report that over 50%
come from outside their home
territory of digital revenue
• 28.76% report less than 25%
come from outside their
home territory
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Current digital business
By comparison, as of now, what % of your total physical revenue (CD and Vinyl sales) comes from
outside your home territory?

• 5.29% report that over 75% of
physical revenues comes from
outside their home territory
• 15.86% report that over 50%
comes from outside their home
territory of digital revenue
• 66.52% report less than 25%
come from outside their home
territory
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How important is membership of Merlin to your business?

• 85.71% stated that Merlin
membership was important to their
business
• 58.44% stated that membership was
very important
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And here’s a taste of why...
“Merlin is an important force to help level the playing field for indies. We rely on the well negotiated and drafted agreements with the services”
“Better agreements at lower rates. Better information and knowledge about the independent sector”
“Merlin has brought us opportunities and provided advice. It's fantastic to have an effective lobbying /advocacy organisation for the independent
sector and a resource for asking questions in this ever changing industry”
“Without Merlin our business would be much harder and less successful, we especially value the legal support, the better terms & conditions Merlin
can negotiate and the perfect accounting/payment Merlin provides”
“Provides opportunity to direct deals that our label may not have been able to achieve”
“When few strong competitors share the digital market, and they face 3 majors, it's important for the indies to gather and try to obtain the best deals
they can”
“A new service that has a Merlin deal in place makes it easier for us to convince our clients that they are getting the best deal possible”
“It’s really flexible for our business and can provide our music in worldwide range!”
“Merlin is a very important partner in representing the smaller label catalogues towards a variety of digital platforms”
“The collective strength is absolutely vital to the indies future in the digital market. The more services Merlin handles collectively in agreements the
better and the easier for the labels without the resources to negotiate individually”
“In addition to the negotiating weight that is provided by collective licensing, Merlin membership gives us a voice where we would otherwise often be
low-priority”
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How optimistic are you about the future of your business?

• 79.40% of members said
they were optimistic about
the future of their business
• Only 7.30% were not
optimistic
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